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Abstract
In this work, we examine the kink-nucleation process in BCC screw dislocations
using atomistic simulation and transition pathway analysis, with a particular
focus on the compact core structure. We observe the existence of a threshold
stress, which results in an abrupt change in the minimum energy path of the
kink-nucleation process, and hence, a discontinuity in the activation energy
versus stress for the process. The magnitude of the discontinuity is found to
be related to the degree of metastability of an intermediate split-core structure.
This feature appears to be a direct consequence of the so-called ‘camel-hump’
nature of the Peierls potential, which manifests itself in the existence of a
metastable, intermediate split-core structure. The effect is observed in a number
of empirical EAM potentials, including Fe, Ta, V, Nb and Mo, suggesting a
generality to the observations.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction
It is well known that at low temperatures, the flow stress in α-Fe, like other body-centered
cubic (BCC) metals, exhibits strong temperature dependence. This dependence arises
from the motion of screw dislocations between local energetic minima (Peierls valleys), a
process thought to be catalyzed through the nucleation and migration of kink pairs along
the dislocation [1, 2]. As kink mobility is generally thought to be very high in metals, low
temperature plasticity is thought to be controlled by the nucleation of the kink pairs.
Details of the kink-nucleation mechanism have generally been investigated with the aid
of atomistic models, which have provided much insight into the nature of the dislocation core
structure and the implications for mobility [3]. Early atomistic studies attributed the strong
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Figure 1. Differential displacement maps depicting screw dislocation structures for (a) degenerate
core, (b) non-degenerate/compact core and (c) split core.

temperature dependence and anisotropy of plasticity to the polarized (degenerate) structure of
the screw dislocation core [4], as shown in figure 1.
The implications for kink nucleation have been examined in detail for Fe potentials
that predict a polarized core structure [5–7]. For instance, Wen and Ngan studied the
activation pathways of kink-nucleation in Fe with an empirical potential [8] and found that
the most energetically favored process predicted the correct activation energy at zero stress.
However, their results significantly overestimate the flow stresses measured experimentally
with increasing applied stress, suggesting that the activation volume of the nucleation process
is incorrect. Such overestimation of flow stresses and the Peierls stress has plagued many
previous atomistic models for α-Fe and other BCC metals [3, 9, 10]. In addition, this model
predicts that motion of screw dislocations occurs, on average, along the {1 1 2} planes, even
though the maximum resolved shear stress is on the {1 1 0} plane. This is in contrast to
experimental observations where slip is observed to occur on {1 1 0} planes in α-Fe [1, 11].
It has been observed that atomistic potentials are capable of producing core structures
significantly different than that of the non-polarized core of figure 1(a). Through the use of
interatomic row potentials, Takeuchi [12] examined the core structure of screw dislocations
in the BCC lattice and found that a polarized or non-degenerate (compact) core structure
(figure 1(b)) could be produced depending upon the shape of the row potential. Duesbery and
Vitek [13] also observed different core structures with Finnis–Sinclair type potentials [14, 15],
which could be delineated based on the aspects of the shape of the {1 1 0}1 1 1 cross section
of the γ -surface. The potentials predict a compact core structure for group VB elements (V, Nb
and Ta) and polarized cores for the group VIB metals Cr, Mo and W. Finally, for α-Fe, it has
been reported in the literature [16, 17] that an EAM potential for Fe due to Mendelev et al [18]
predicted a compact core structure for the screw dislocation, in marked contrast to previously
developed Fe potentials [8, 19, 20].
Interestingly, Takeuchi noted in his work that for the various interatomic row potentials
studied, the compact core structure was always accompanied by a metastable split-core
configuration (figure 1(c)). This correspondence has been recently confirmed again in an
extensive analysis using a multi-string Frenkel–Kontorova model [21] to represent the relative
slip displacement of core atoms during Peierls valley translation [22].
Application of density functional theory (DFT) methods to compute the core structure
of screw dislocations in BCC metals has suggested that the compact core is the stable
configuration for Ta, Mo and α-Fe [23–26]. Furthermore, differences in the gamma-surface
profiles computed by DFT and by empirical potentials such as Mendelev’s Fe potential have
2
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been noted [27]. In addition, for Fe, DFT calculations have not found the presence of a
metastable split-core structure [26]. This raises important questions about the influence of the
compact core structure on the activation pathway and energetics for screw dislocations.
Several groups have recently employed the potential due to Mendelev to examine the
dynamics of kink nucleation and glide of screw dislocations using MD simulation [16, 17].
These studies have necessarily required simulation at high applied stress and/or strain rates in
order to observe motion on timescales accessible to MD. Both groups observed motion that
occurs through two uncorrelated, partial kink-pair processes. We will demonstrate that more
complex behavior is observed through the use of transition state theory at simulation conditions
more in line with flow stress data obtained from experiment.
In this paper, we employ transition pathway analysis with the nudged elastic band (NEB)
method [28–30] in conjunction with an empirical EAM potential for Fe to examine the kinknucleation behavior at low to moderate applied stress. In particular, we find that an abrupt
transition in the favored nucleation pathway exists at a stress, we term the threshold stress,
below which the two distinct half-kink processes observed by others [16, 17] at high applied
stress transitions to a correlated nucleation process. This transition is marked by a discontinuity
in the activation energy versus stress, and a piecewise continuous shift in activation volume,
and can be linked to the degree of metastability of the split-core structure. We focus in detail on
α-Fe, but show that the effect is also observed in other potentials for BCC metals that predict
the existence of the compact core structure.
2. Computational details
A 21 1 1 1 screw dislocation was setup in a simulation cell to study slip on the {1 1 0} plane, in a
geometry similar to that studied in previous studies [5, 31]. The defect-free crystal was oriented
with s1 = [1̄ 0 1], s2 = [1̄ 2 1̄], s3 = [1 1 1], with periodic boundary conditions employed
along the dislocation line and normal to the glide plane. Free surfaces were maintained in the
direction of the dislocation motion. The screw dislocation was inserted into the simulation cell
by Volterra shear, and relaxed with a conjugate gradient scheme to find the minimum energy
core state. Most of our calculations have focused on α-Fe, for which we have employed the
potential due to Mendelev [18]. Calculations for other BCC metals reported here have been
performed using the potentials due to Ackland anf Thetford [15].
The dimensions of the simulation cell perpendicular to the dislocation line were
approximately 100 Å × 100 Å, while the dislocation line length was varied. For examination
of the 2D transition pathway, a narrow cut of 6b was used, where b is the Burgers vector. To
study the 3D kink-nucleation process, dislocation lengths of 40, 80 and 120b were employed.
The largest of these cells contain 252 000 atoms.
To setup a final state for the NEB transition pathway search, we loaded an incremental
shear stress σ13 to the initial relaxed dislocation structure, with subsequent relaxation, until the
dislocation jumped to the adjacent Peierls valley. The configuration was then unloaded and
relaxed to a desired applied stress. Intermediate configurations for the NEB calculations were
generated through linear interpolation in the 2D case, and in the 3D case, with constrained
shifting of atomic rows within the dislocation core over a portion of the dislocation. Between
12 and 20 replicas were used to describe the path. All NEB calculations reported here were
performed at constant stress, although constant volume simulations resulted in very similar
results.
We employed differential displacement (DD) maps [32] and a central-symmetry
parameter [33] masked threshold to identify and visualize the screw dislocation core and
kink-pair structures, respectively. The latter was generated using AtomEye [34].
3
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Figure 2. 2D minimum energy pathways for screw dislocation translation along the {1 1 0} glide
plane using the Mendelev potential for Fe at various levels of applied shear stress.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. 2D Pathways
Before discussion of the full 3D kink-nucleation process, we first examine the 2D transition
pathway, as this process is frequently studied to infer behavior in 3D. Figure 2 depicts the
pathways in α-Fe plotted as a function of fractional reaction coordinate for applied shear stress
ranging from 0–150 MPa. The energy per unit burgers vector is plotted relative to the initial
state. At zero stress, the path follows the familiar camel-hump shape as the core transforms
from the compact state to the split state (cf figures 1(b) and (c)). and back to the compact
state in the next Peierls valley. At zero stress, the energy difference between the split core
and compact core is approximately 0.0045 eV
. With increasing stress, the work done on the
b
system, σ13 bdθ [35], where d is the distance between Peierls valleys and θ is the fractional
reaction coordinate, tilts the pathway, lowering both the transition barriers from compact ⇒
split ⇒ compact core. These results are in agreement with similar calculations reported in
Rodney and Proville [35].
Increasing stress also lowers the relative energy difference between the split and compact
core structures. This energy difference, Esc–cc , is plotted in figure 3. Above a particular
stress, the split-core structure, with the aid of the applied stress, becomes lower in energy
than the initial compact core structure. We denote the stress at which the split-core structure
becomes lower in energy than the compact ground state as σth , the threshold stress, and marks
the zero in the ordinate of figure 3, which for the Mendelev Fe potential yields ≈85 MPa. This
feature is key to understanding the 3D kink-nucleation process, as will be shown in the next
section.
We also note that this characteristic is not unique to the Fe potential of Mendelev; we have
performed similar calculations with Finnis–Sinclair-type potentials for Ta, V and Nb [15],
all of which predict compact core structures [13]. The 2D transition pathways at zero stress
4
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Figure 3. Energy difference between split and compact core structures versus applied shear stress
for Fe, Nb, V and Ta. Threshold stress defined as the stress at which the energy difference is zero.

Figure 4. Comparison of 2D minimum energy pathways for screw core translation along the {1 1 0}
glide plane at zero stress using potentials for Fe, Nb, V and Ta.

are plotted in figure 4, which all show a similar camel-hump shaped transition path, with
an intermediate metastable split-core structure at the midpoint. Note that the depth of the
metastable minimum in the path varies widely among the various potentials. The stress
dependence of Esc–cc for these models is also plotted in figure 3, from which the threshold
stress can be identified as 55 MPa, 34 MPa and 20 MPa for Ta, V and Nb, respectively.
5
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Figure 5. Transition pathways at various levels of applied stress for uncorrelated kink nucleation
processes involved in screw dislocation motion.

Figure 6. Snapshots of dislocation configurations along transition pathway corresponding to
uncorrelated kink-nucleation processes at zero stress. Coloring of atoms corresponds to central
symmetry parameter (green is high, blue is low). Labels A–E correspond to positions along path
marked in figure 5. See text for additional details.

3.2. 3D pathways
As mentioned in the introduction, several authors have recently employed molecular dynamics
to study screw dislocation motion with the Fe potential of Menedelev, and have noted that the
motion occurs through two partial kink-pair processes. These studies were restricted to high
applied stresses in order to induce motion in a reasonable timeframe. Here, we elucidate the
pathways associated with these processes. In figure 5 we depict transition pathways of the
screw dislocation at several different values of applied stress. Snapshots of configurations
along the path labeled A–E are depicted in figure 6. The pathways depicted describe motion
comprised of two partial kink-pair processes. First a leading partial kink pair is nucleated
(image A) that transforms the compact core into the split core. The kinks continue to spread
6
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along the line (image B) until they annihilate, leaving a full spit core structure (image C) in
their wake. A trailing partial kink pair then nucleates (image D), transforming the split core
to the compact core in the adjacent Peierls valley. The trailing kinks spread (image E) and
finally annihilate, completing the dislocation motion.
The energy profiles associated with the transformation process described above indicate
that the total energy expenditure can be viewed in terms of contributions arising from nucleating
the leading kink pair, spreading the leading kink pair to produce the split-core structure and
nucleation of the trailing kink pair. Of particular interest is the second of these contributions.
At zero applied stress, the spreading of the kinks causes a linear increase in the system energy.
For instance, the leading kink pair spreads approximately 0.7 × 120b from image A to B,
incurring a system energy increase of 0.37 eV. This agrees favorably with the 2D result, noting
that at zero stress, we found that Esc–cc = 0.0045 eV
, and 84b×Esc–cc yields 0.38 eV. With
b
increasing stress, the system energy increase becomes more gradual, as Esc–cc decreases.
At 80 MPa, just below the previously identified threshold stress, σth , the spreading penalty
has almost vanished. Well above σth , we can see that the work is sufficient to ‘pay’ for the
transformation of the compact core to the split-core configuration.
Thus we see that the threshold stress separates the pathways described in figure 5 into
two regimes. Below σth , the activation energy is dependent on the dislocation length, while
above it, this length dependence vanishes. Above σth , the leading kink pair can nucleate and
spread arbitrarily far prior to the nucleation of the trailing kink pair. We term this process the
uncorrelated pathway because of this feature.
When we consider bulk single crystal or polycrystalline α-Fe, screw dislocation lengths
are typically observed to be quite long. For well-annealed crystals as used experimentally
to measure the Peierls stress, the dislocation density is typically 1012 m−2 leading to an
average dislocation length between pinning points of about 1 µm. At low applied stress,
the leading kink pair will need to spread a considerable distance before they can annihilate at
kink sinks, requiring a large amount of energy. In the example presented above, for instance,
the nucleation process over a 120b segment requires 50% of the total apparent activation
energy of 0.76 eVNote 3 to be expended in the process of kink spreading. In actuality, the
screw segment lengths can be expected to be much longer than that. Therefore, in ‘bulk’
crystals, the uncorrelated pathway would appear to be quite unfavorable below the threshold
stress, and another more favorable pathway must exist to accommodate screw dislocation
motion.
The uncorrelated kink-pair nucleation processes in figure 5 are characterized by the two
nucleation events proceeding independently of one another; namely, the trailing kink pair
nucleates without the influence of the leading pair. At low applied stress, where kink spreading
produces an energetically unfavorable split-core structure, it is possible to hypothesize a
pathway that minimizes the amount of split core through a correlated nucleation process
of the trailing kink pairs. We have obtained a converged transition state pathway that describes
the concerted nucleation and spreading of the leading and trailing kink pairs, and is plotted
at several values of stress below σth in figure 7. Snapshots of images along the path at zero
stress A–E are shown in figure 8. In this pathway, we see the trailing kink pair (image B)
nucleate immediately after nucleation of the leading kink pair (image A). The two kink pairs
are separated by a short segment of split core, and the kinks spread out in a concerted fashion
3 For simplicity, we assume the activation energy is the highest point on the curve; however, we note a non-trivial
energy penalty of ≈0.2 eV at zero stress for nucleation of the trailing partial kink pair. This is somewhat lower than
the apparent energy to nucleate the leading kink pair, and diminishes with increasing stress, so we assume that the
activation energy will be given by the energy to nucleate the leading partial kink pair and, if below σth , the energy to
spread the kinks.
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Figure 7. Transition pathways at various levels of applied stress for correlated kink-nucleation
processes involved in screw dislocation motion.

Figure 8. Snapshots of dislocation configurations along transition pathway corresponding to
correlated kink-nucleation processes at zero stress. Labels A–E correspond to positions along
path marked in figure 7. See text for additional details.

along the line (image C), which, at zero stress, produces a slight downward slope in the energy4 .
Annihilation proceeds with the leading (image D) and trailing kinks (image E) to return to the
final compact core structure.
The snapshot of the ‘full’ kink structure, composed of a leading and trailing partial kink
separated by a split-core segment, is reminiscent of two Shockley partial dislocations separated
by a stacking fault in FCC crystals. One may speculate that by analogy, the length of the
split-core segment separating the kink pairs will be inversely proportional to Esc–cc . The
appealing feature of this correlated processes is that, below σth , the activation energy exhibits
4 The slight negative slope of the energy profile at zero stress is caused by the translation of the screw dislocation
toward one of the free surfaces in the simulation cell, where the imbalance in image forces results in a decrease in the
system energy proportional to the length of the dislocation in the adjacent Peierls valley.
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Figure 9. Activation energy for kink-pair nucleation for α-Fe as a function of applied stress for
correlated and uncorrelated pathways. The threshold stress, σth , is marked on the figure. Below
the threshold stress, the uncorrelated pathway is dislocation length dependent.

no dependence on the length of the dislocation. The apparent activation energy now is easily
estimated from the maximum in the curves of figure 7, which can be seen to be comprised of
nucleation of the two partial kink pairs and a small segment of higher energy split core.
A comparison of the energetics associated with the correlated and uncorrelated pathways
is shown in figure 9. Below the threshold stress, the uncorrelated pathway exhibits length
dependence, and the activation energies computed for 40b and 120b dislocation lengths are
plotted. As stated above, it seems likely that motion of long glissile dislocation segments would
make the correlated pathway more favorable at low stress. However, above the threshold stress,
the correlated pathway apparently becomes less favorable than the uncorrelated pathway,
as attempts to compute the energetics of the correlated pathway above the threshold stress
invariably resulted in convergence to the pathway corresponding to the uncorrelated process.
This is due to the fact that part of the overall energetic cost associated with the correlated
path includes the cost of nucleating the trailing kink pair, whereas in the uncorrelated path,
the trailing kinks nucleate much later in the process. For the uncorrelated process, the energy
required to nucleate the trailing kinks is lower than the leading kinks, and is presumed to be
not rate-limiting for the overall motion of the screw dislocation. A similar discontinuity in
the predicted kink formation energy versus stress has been observed in camel-hump Peierls
potentials [36, 37], and the origin is presumed to be similar in this case.
We again note that this behavior is not restricted to the Fe potential of Mendelev et al.
Figure 10 depicts the results for Ta, which exhibits qualitatively similar behavior, although
the zero stress activation energy and the magnitude of the jump in apparent activation energy
across the threshold stress are somewhat larger in this instance. This is consistent with the trend
observed in the 2D pathways (figure 4), which shows that Ta has higher energetic barriers to
overcome to reach the split-core structure, and the split core is situated in a deeper metastable
9
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Figure 10. Activation energetics for kink-pair nucleation as a function of applied stress for
correlated and uncorrelated pathways in Ta.

minimum. We conclude that the behavior exhibited by these potentials is a general consequence
of the camel-hump shaped Peierls potential.
3.3. Comparison with Experiment
In figure 11 we compare the activation energy for kink-pair nucleation in α-Fe we have
obtained in this work with experimental data [2, 11] and other simulation work reported in
the literature [5]. Assuming an Arrhenius form to describe the thermally activated flow of
dislocations, Aono et al showed that the exponential E/kT is nearly constant in the temperature
range 30–340 K, with a value of 26 ± 1. This allows the flow stress versus temperature data
to be recast in terms of activation energy versus stress, facilitating direct comparison with
simulations that presume the flow stress is controlled by the kink-nucleation energetics. We
observe excellent agreement with the experimental data up to the threshold stress. Above σth ,
act
the model clearly shows too small an activation volume, as indicated by dE
, as the activation
dσ
energy falls off more slowly than the experimental data. Also plotted for comparison are
the NEB calculations using a Johnson–Oh potential by Wen and Ngan. As noted in the
introduction, this potential model predicts a degenerate core structure, and the most favorable
kink-pair transition pathway found in their work is used for the comparison. Although the
model predictions are reasonable at zero stress, it is clear that the results deviate significantly
at higher stresses compared with experiment, and are in worse agreement than the model due
to Mendelev. For instance, the zero-temperature flow stress (Peierls stress) is nearly three
times greater than the experimental measurements. To explain the large discrepancy, it has
been argued that in real crystals there must be sources of internal stress concentrations, such as
from sessile dislocation pileups [38], that raise the applied stress to assist dislocation motion.
Another possible explanation for the overprediction of activation energies at elevated stress
is that inertial effects play an increased role in the dynamics of the process. The argument here
10
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Figure 11. Comparison of activation energy versus shear stress for kink-pair nucleation in this
work to other simulation work and experimental flow stress observations.

is that at elevated stress, the energetic barriers for kink nucleation are so reduced that a single
nucleation event can trigger a series of subsequent nucleation events as the dislocation springs
into motion [39]. Such an avalanche of events would lead to an increased traversal distance
per nucleation event (or strain rate), and hence, a lower than expected activation energy for
dislocation motion. Chaussidon et al [16] have attempted to characterize this directly using
the same Fe potential employed in this work, by conducting molecular dynamics simulations
of gliding screw dislocations over a range of elevated stresses and temperatures. They find
that at stresses above 400–500 MPa, it is easy to observe multiple kink-pair nucleation events
and at even higher stress, cross-slip, that suggest that classical transition state theory may
not be appropriate to estimate the apparent activation energy of the screw dislocation motion.
However, at lower applied stress, in the range 100–300 MPa, these inertial effects are not
observed. This is somewhat disconcerting, since the Mendelev potential does not agree well
with the experimental flow stress data in this region.
We have conducted similar molecular dynamics simulations to examine dynamics effects
in the stress regime below 200 MPa, starting from the initial condition of a post-critical kink-pair
nucleus ready to spread and move the dislocation into the next Peierls valley. We have found
that the system will easily arrest in the split-core state, due to the relatively large metastable
minimum in which the system finds itself. Relative to kT , the system appears to not have
enough inertia to advance beyond the single nucleation event. This suggests that the transition
state theory analysis should be appropriate in this regime, and the reason for disagreement
with experiment may be due to inadequacies in the potential description.
4. Conclusions
In this work, we have explored the activated kink-nucleation process for interatomic potentials
that predict a compact core structure and an intermediate, metastable split-core structure.
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The ramifications of these structures, and the observation that, for many interatomic potentials,
these structures go hand-in-hand, have been investigated in the context of the activation energies
for kink nucleation as a function of applied stress. We find two active regimes, separated by a
threshold stress, that govern the kink-nucleation process. At low stress, two correlated halfkink pairs are found to nucleate, whereas as higher stress, a second kink pair is found to nucleate
independently after the first kink pair has spread along the dislocation line. This results in a
discontinuity in the energetics describing the nucleation process, a necessary consequence of
the potential.
In comparison with experimental data, the correlated nucleation mechanism for the
Mendelev Fe EAM potential shows excellent agreement; this agreement diminishes above
the threshold stress. This disagreement may be due to the potential description itself, which
we will address in future work.
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